
 

Town of Shelter Island Green Options Advisory 
Committee 

Minutes of the March 21, 2019 Meeting 

 

 

Members Present: Chair Tim Purtell,  Sara Gordon, Penny 

Kerr + Town liaison Albert Dickson + John Kerr + Shelter 

Island School teacher Brittney Russo + students Mia Clark, 

Emma Gallagher, Nick Labrozzi, David Neese, Camryn Page, 

Audrey Wood. Absent: Don D’Amato, Herb Stelljes 

 
SI School students visit:  

—Tim briefly explained the role of the committee as a Town 

advisory group; mentioned some of the committee’s 

achievements + goals; mentioned planned East Hampton 

renewable energy presentation by Linda James and Gordian 

Raacke; Sara explained East Hampton’s long term energy 

goals + pledge.  
 
Recycling: 

—The committee and the students exchanged thoughts about 

how we can be better at recycling.  Penny talked about how 

companies need to make less packaging. Mia thought that 

people should start demanding less packaging. Mia also talked 

about her grandmother’s compost pile and how Mia re-

purposes her older clothing. There was discussion about how 

to get the word out about recycling—school assemblies versus 

smaller groups or one-to- one conversations. Mia thought 

small groups are better than assemblies.  

 
Social Media:  

—Tim mentioned that it would be great to use social 

media as an educational tool to spread the word about 



environmental initiatives.  Mia mentioned Instagram. 

Emma mentioned the school newspaper. 

 
Styrofoam:  

—There was a discussion about East and Southampton’s 

proposed Styrofoam ban. Tim explained that when the 

committee proposed a single-use plastic bag ban several years 

before the County ban, Tim polled the Island stores to gauge 

their concerns. Mia agreed that the committee would need to 

support the Island businesses while considering a Styrofoam 

ban. There was discussion about Styrofoam alternatives. Sara 

suggested our committee could collaborate with the school on 

this project. She also wondered if the stores could do group 

ordering for greener containers. John Kerr suggested new 

containers could be branded for each store.  

 
Lions Club cleanup day: 

—Sara talked about how Sylvester Manor will have a special 

group focusing on the area across from the IGA that hopes to 

engage the IGA crew to raise awareness about garbage up in 

SM woods.  
 
Solar: 

—Sara reported on her research for a solar array at the 

landfill. Sara talked to the engineering firm originally 

involved with the project; they would be available to provide 

engineering services as needed for the solar developer. 

—Sara also reported she had toured a solar array at a former 

Delea sod farm in an Industrial Zone on Edwards Avenue in 

Riverhead. The developer was represented by Ryan Galeria, 

VP of solar development, at sPower. The array is anchored in 

such a way as to do no harm to the agricultural soils; 

Riverhead Town considered it a good way to reclaim and rest 



the land from overuse in sod farming. sPower is a subsidiary 

of AES Energy, which purchased the land outright, and has 

more projects in development in that area. 

—The Town of Riverhead has issued a RFP to do a project at 

the Riverhead landfill. 

—Sara followed up with Galeria by phone, who invited her to 

email materials about the potential Town landfill solar array, 

and other sites, for review and advice from the sPower project 

development team. 

—Albert asked if the landfill would be big enough. Sara said 

that developers look at sites to decide, and planned to submit 

all the possible sites the Town has considered.  

—She also mentioned that Sylvester Manor is exploring 

renewable energy use.   

 
Green Expo:  

—There was a discussion about how the students could be 

involved in the Expo. Some of the seniors will be heading to 

college when the Expo takes place so won’t be able to attend 

or have a table. The students had several suggestions:  

Have a clothing swap (Sara suggested SI have a thrift store); 

Sara suggested a fix-your-appliance table; Camryn suggested 

a bee table. Audrey suggested that the students could have an 

environmental fair at the school. Sara suggested the students 

could use a Friday Night Dialogues slot to give presentations. 

We’ll have another discussion at the May meeting.   

 
Pollinator garden:  

—Brittney and Dan Williams mentioned the idea of a 

pollinator garden to the students. Penny talked about 

pesticides. Camryn mentioned that her mother, Meredith 

Page, tries to have more benign products in her hardware 



store. We’ll have a further discussion about a garden at the 

May meeting.   
  


